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- Admits and addresses the complexity inherent to many ecosystems

- Explains complex ideas simply, without trivializing them

- Kinder, gentler and engaging introduction to intimidating jargon/topics



“Ecosystems are obviously never stable in the
sense that they do not change”
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- Big external impacts don’t always mean big changes in nature

- Change can come from within or without the ecosystem

- Big change can come from tiny incremental variation

- ‘The straw that broke the camel’s back’ – Catastrophic bifurcations
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- Time scales matter as well!

- Ecosystem processes / variables can have different time-frames
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- Hints from field data and experimental evidence



- Big new field, new understanding

- We barely even know how to look for what we are looking for

- You NEED to think big – bring together (seemingly) disparate ideas





“…sometime the next day, it hit me. Science makes
me feel stupid too. It’s just that I’ve gotten used to it…
I wouldn’t know what to do without that feeling. I even
think it’s supposed to be this way”
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- Science in high-school and before, vs. a PhD project of one’s very own

->Not only do you not know if your answer is correct, you don’t know if
the question is the right question

- Science as “an immersion into the unknown” and feeling “productively
stupid”



“One of the beautiful things about science is
that it allows us to bumble along, getting it
wrong time after time, and feel perfectly fine
as long as we learn something each time”



-So….

- a PhD is only partly about the questions you ask…

- the daily job of being a scientist

-it’s important to get things wrong, it teaches you about the questions
you ask
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 The importance of a community and not getting stuck within your own head



The end

Thanks!




